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Figure 1. Sample images from the proposed RandPerson dataset, with the same character in different scenes (first row), and different
characters in the same scene (second row). This is the first synthetic person re-identification dataset with a set-up similar to real video
surveillance systems, i.e. with a camera network and multiple people moving at the same time. The dataset contains 1,756,759 synthe-
sized person images of 8,000 identities. Images in this dataset generally contain different viewpoints, poses, illuminations, backgrounds,
occlusions, and resolutions.
Abstract
Person re-identification has seen significant advance-
ment in recent years. However, the ability of learned mod-
els to generalize to unknown target domains still remains
limited. One possible reason for this is the lack of large-
scale and diverse source training data, since manually la-
beling such a dataset is very expensive. To address this,
we propose to automatically synthesize a large-scale person
re-identification dataset following a set-up similar to real
surveillance but with virtual environments, and then use the
synthesized person images to train a generalizable person
re-identification model. Specifically, we design a method to
generate a large number of random UV texture maps and
use them to create different 3D clothing models. Then, an
automatic code is developed to randomly generate various
different 3D characters with diverse clothes, races and at-
tributes. Next, we simulate a number of different virtual
environments using Unity3D, with customized camera net-
works similar to real surveillance systems, and import mul-
tiple 3D characters at the same time, with various move-
ments and interactions along different paths through the
camera networks. As a result, we obtain a virtual dataset,
called RandPerson, with 1,756,759 person images of 8,000
identities. By training person re-identification models on
these synthesized person images, we demonstrate, for the
first time, that models trained on virtual data can gener-
alize well to unseen target images, surpassing the models
trained on various real-world datasets, including CUHK03,
Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID, and MSMT17. The Rand-
Person dataset will be released at https://github.
com/VideoObjectSearch/RandPerson.
1. Introduction
Person re-identification, which aims at retrieving a query
image person from a large number of gallery images, has
been significantly advanced in recent years [27]. It is a hot
research topic in both computer vision [27] and multime-
dia retrieval [7, 18, 25]. The most effective state-of-the-art
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algorithms employ supervised learning and have achieved
excellent results in within-dataset evaluation [9, 30, 27].
However, the generalization of these learned models to un-
known target domains remains poor [15, 28, 17, 7]. This
is largely a result of the present lack in large-scale and di-
verse source training datasets, since acquiring and manu-
ally labeling such datasets is highly expensive. Currently,
the largest person re-identification dataset is MSMT17 [26],
which contains 126,441 images of 4,101 identities. How-
ever, MSMT17 images were all collected on the same col-
lege campus. Thus, it remains challenging to find real-
world data that is diverse in various aspects, such as scene,
background, illumination, viewpoint, clothes, etc.
To address this, several recent works have started to use
game engines to render diverse person images. For exam-
ple, SOMAset [2] contains 50 3D characters and 11 types
of outfits. SyRI [1] includes 100 3D characters created un-
der multiple HDR environment maps, which simulate re-
alistic indoor and outdoor lighting. PersonX [23] contains
1,266 3D characters shown with various viewpoints, poses,
illuminations, and backgrounds. However, all these works
used publicly available 3D characters or hand-crafted mod-
els, limiting their scalability in terms of the number of syn-
thesized people. Besides, data was captured for one charac-
ter at a time using a single camera, which is far from real
surveillance settings.
In this paper, we propose to automatically synthesize a
large-scale person re-identification dataset following a set-
up a setting similar to real surveillance but with virtual en-
vironments, and then use the synthesized person images to
train a generalizable person re-identification model. Dif-
ferent from previous works using public 3D characters or
hand-crafted models, we design a method to generate a
large number of random UV texture maps [4] and use them
to create different 3D clothing models. Then, an automatic
code is developed to randomly generate various different 3D
characters with diverse clothes, races and attributes. This
makes the number of identities much more scalable. Then,
we simulate a number of diverse virtual environments us-
ing Unity3D, with customized camera networks similar to
real surveillance systems, and import multiple 3D charac-
ters at the same time, with various movements and inter-
actions along different paths through the camera networks.
The virtual environments include both indoor and outdoor
scenes and range from bright conditions full of sunshine to
gloomy settings, and from cities to country fields.
As a result, we obtain a virtual dataset, called RandPer-
son, with 1,756,759 person images of 8,000 identities. Fig.
1 shows some sample images of RandPerson. By training
person re-identification models on these synthesized per-
son images, we demonstrate, for the first time, that models
trained on virtual data can generalize well to unseen tar-
get images, surpassing the models trained on various real-
world datasets, including CUHK03 [16], Market-1501 [29],
DukeMTMC-reID [32], and MSMT17 [26]. Besides, com-
bining the RandPerson and real-world datasets further im-
proves the results, leading to the best performance in cross-
database person re-identification to date.
2. Related Work
Person re-identification has seen significant progress in
recent years as a result of deep learning [27]. However, due
to the limited amount of labeled data and the diversity of
real-world surveillance, the generalization ability of person
re-identification models is poor in unseen scenarios. To ad-
dress this, many transfer learning or domain adaptation ap-
proaches have been proposed to obtain better results [27, 7].
However, these come with the heavy cost of requiring addi-
tional training in the target domain.
Since person re-identification has drawn significant at-
tention in the computer vision community, and it is well
known that more training data leads to better results for
deep learning methods, many new person re-identification
datasets, including both real and synthetic, are gradually
being released. For real images, the widely used datasets
include VIPeR [12], iLIDS [31], GRID [19], PRID2011
[14], CUHK01-03 [16], Market-1501 [29], DukeMTMC
[32], Airport [11], and MSMT17 [26]. The Airport dataset
has 39,902 images of 9,651 identities, which makes it large
in terms of characters but with a limited number of images
per subject. The largest current dataset, MSMT17, contains
126,441 images of 4,101 identities captured from 15 cam-
eras for a wide range of scenes at various time intervals.
However, most of these datasets were collected on a single
campus. It thus remains challenging to find real data that is
diverse in various aspects, such as scene, background, illu-
mination, viewpoint, clothes, etc.
As for synthetic datasets, Barbosa et al. released SO-
MAset [2], which contains 50 3D characters and 11 types
of outfits. It has 100,000 bounding boxes taken with 250
different camera orientations in a single scene. Bak et al. re-
leased SyRI dataset [1], which contains 3D characters ren-
dered under different illumination conditions to enrich the
diversity. It has 1,680,000 bounding boxes of 100 identi-
ties. X. Sun et al. released PersonX dataset [23], which
contains 1,266 3D characters and 273,456 bounding boxes
taken with six cameras. However, all of these works used
publicly available 3D characters or hand-crafted models,
limiting their scalability in terms of the possible number of
synthesized persons. Furthermore, their images only pro-
vide one character at a time, under a single camera set-
ting. In contrast, this work provides greater scalability by
automatically generating a large number of 3D characters
diverse in dress and attributes, and renders them simulta-
neously using camera networks similar to real surveillance
systems.
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3. Random 3D Characters
3.1. 3D Models in MakeHuman
MakeHuman [5] is a free and open-source software used
to create 3D character models. It also has its own extensive
community where designers can contribute their models, in-
cluding a wide variety of clothes, hairstyles, beards, etc.,
which can be used to extend the resources for developing
new characters.
Characters in MakeHuman are built upon a standard 3D
body shape, using various body extensions (e.g. hairstyles
and beards), clothes, and accessories. Clothes models in-
clude most ordinary types of clothing, such as dresses, suits,
shirts, coats, jeans, trousers, shorts, and skirts. Fig. 2 shows
some examples of different types of clothing. Each clothing
model contains a 3D shape model, and a corresponding UV
texture map of the model, as shown in the first two columns
of Fig. 3. The UV texture map is used to paint the 3D shape
model via the UV mapping operation.
Figure 2. Different types of clothing in MakeHuman, including
shirts, pants and skirts.
In MakeHuman, new 3D characters are created through
simple drag and drop operations in the working panel, so
as to combine various components together and adjust their
attributes, such as skeleton, body parameters, clothes, etc.
Fig. 3 shows an example of how to create a 3D character
in MakeHuman. After UV mapping, the textured 3D com-
ponents can be applied to the standard 3D human model to
form a new individualized 3D character.
Figure 3. Illustration of how to create a 3D character in Make-
Human. The first column shows 3D shape models of clothing and
accessories, and the second column shows their corresponding UV
texture maps. A character is created by applying these models onto
a standard 3D human model in MakeHuman.
3.2. Generating Random Clothing
The MakeHuman community provides some clothing
models, but there are only a few hundred with useful or-
dinary clothes. For our project, we download 179 cloth-
ing models from the community. This limits the number of
characters that can be created. However, since each clothing
model comes with a UV texture map defining the clothing
texture, altering this can significantly change the appear-
ance of the clothing. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to
generate a large number of clothing models by altering the
UV texture maps of available clothing models.
We generate new UV texture maps in two ways. The
first is to search and download images from the Internet,
and use them directly as new UV texture maps. Accord-
ingly, 5,772 images are downloaded, including landscapes,
animals, and texture patterns. However, most of these im-
ages are complicated, and the color distribution cannot be
controlled. Therefore, alternatively, we design a method to
generate random UV texture maps. Firstly, as shown in Fig.
4, a color palette is generated, which contains representative
colors sampled from the RGB space. This is done using a
regular grid in the 256× 256× 256 RGB space, with a step
of 10, resulting in 25× 25× 25 = 15, 625 colors, then 625
representative colors are sampled from them as the gener-
ated color palette. Besides, 16 additional texture patterns
are generated, which include different stripes and spots. By
sampling a background color from the color palette, and
then drawing a texture pattern on the background image, a
new UV texture map is generated, which can make clothes
look plaid or striped. Combining different colors and tex-
ture patterns results in 625×16 = 10, 000 UV texture maps.
Figure 4. Illustration of how to generate UV texture maps. A color
palette (left) is generated, which contains 625 colors uniformly
sampled from the RGB space. Besides, 16 additional texture pat-
terns (middle) are generated, which include different stripes and
spots. Combining different colors and texture patterns results in
625× 16 = 10, 000 UV texture maps (right).
Now that we have a great number of UV texture maps, a
new clothing model can be created by choosing an existing
model, and replacing its UV texture map with one randomly
sample from the pool of our downloaded or generated UV
texture maps. Examples of generated clothing can be seen
in Fig. 5, which shows how different UV maps can be used
to texturize the same clothing model, and how the generated
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clothes and rendered images look differently. By utilizing
these large numbers of UV texture maps, we obtain a se-
ries of different outfits, which can be further used to create
different 3D characters.
Figure 5. Examples of generated clothes. From top to bottom:
UV texture maps, 3D characters equipped with the new clothing
after UV mapping, images rendered in a Unity scene. From left to
right: 3D characters generated using the clothing models with the
original UV texture map, a UV map with a web image, and a UV
map with a random color and texture pattern.
3.3. Creating Random 3D Characters
In MakeHuman, there is a standard human model that
can be built upon by varying several attributes, such as
skeleton, body parameters, and clothes. The body param-
eters, such as height, weight, waistline, etc., can be used to
change the overall 3D body look. In addition, features such
as the face, hands, neck, gender, age, and skin color can also
be adjusted. Finally, various clothes, as well as accessories
such as shoes, hairstyles, beards, and hats, can also be used
to develop different characters.
Note that MakeHuman only supports interactive opera-
tions manually in wearing different components together.
However, it is inefficient to create each character one by
one, by hand, and remembering which components have al-
ready been used is not an easy task. Therefore, after analyz-
ing the exported file structure (.mhm file) of the 3D charac-
ters created in MakeHuman, we developed a Python code
to automatically generate a large number of new charac-
ters. Specifically, all clothing models are categorized into
several types, such as female clothes, male clothes, and uni-
versal. A character is created starting from the standard hu-
man model, which is further adjusted step by step, includ-
ing combining different components and setting different
attributes or parameters. In the generation process, we set
an equal probability of producing men and women. Differ-
ent skin colors are equally distributed among the available
types. The ages are uniformly distributed in [20,90]. The
weights are uniformly distributed in the range allowed by
the system. The heights of the character follow a Gaussian
distribution N (µ, σ), where the mean µ = 170cm and the
standard deviation σ = 5.7cm for men, while µ = 160cm
and σ = 5.2cm for women. Then, we randomly sample a
clothing model for each new character according to its gen-
der. Furthermore, we randomly add accessories to different
characters, such as beards for men and necklaces and bows
for women. Shoes and hairstyles are randomly appended
according to the gender of the character. Hats and back-
packs are also randomly equipped to both male and female
characters.
Finally, we created 8,000 different 3D characters, includ-
ing 114 characters with the original clothing models, 2,886
with UV texture maps from web images, and 5,000 with
random UV maps. The character models created are saved
as standard MakeHuman .mhm files, and can then be ex-
ported to several other file types to be used in animation
software. In this work, we use the .fbx file type for the ex-
ported 3D character model.
4. Diverse Simulations in Unity3D
4.1. Programming in Unity3D
Unity3D [24] is a cross-platform game engine that can be
used to create various 3D games. It has an enormous com-
munity of resources, from which we can get various useful
3D models, such as scenes, characters, actions, and objects.
However, the free character resources from the community
are limited to only a few hundred, therefore, we instead use
random 3D characters introduced in the previous section.
Unity3D provides various different environments and
camera positions, allowing observation of different scenar-
ios. Besides, it provides a recording feature, so that we can
create a video of the imported characters’ movements in the
virtual environment, and track their positions.
Scripts can be added to Unity’s objects so that they move
according to the program settings. For example, the envi-
ronmental lighting can be changed as needed to simulate dy-
namic variations. Besides, once 3D characters are imported
to Unity3D, they can be animated to walk, run, sit, etc. Fur-
thermore, we can also use scripts to control the movement
of characters from one point to another to create pedestrian
data where the characters walk randomly.
4.2. Customization of Virtual 3D Scenes
The Unity3D community provides a variety of scenes,
including outdoor environments such as deserts, forests,
streets, cities and villages, and indoor environments such
as gyms, bedrooms and living rooms. We can also use a 3D
model to build a new scene and add different lighting forms,
such as parallel light, point light, and various colors of light,
to change the background appearance and environmental il-
lumination.
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We downloaded several environments from the Unity3D
community, including eight outdoor and three indoor
scenes. To simulate different factors affecting person re-
identification, including variations in viewpoint, lighting,
background, and distance, the downloaded scenes are mod-
ified as follows by adding new scripts. Firstly, different
walkable places are set for each scene. Secondly, the po-
sition, angle, color, and intensity of the lighting are set to
change regularly. We vary the light intensity from 0 to 1.5,
and gradually change the position and direction of the light,
so as to simulate the change in lighting that occurs through-
out the day. Furthermore, some colored light is also added
to change the chrominance of the scene.
Finally, we obtain a set of customized environments,
comprising streets, forest paths, highways and laboratories,
among others, with bright light, dark light, blue light, etc.
Fig. 6 shows some example scenarios used in this work.
Figure 6. Examples of custom Unity3D scenarios produced in this
work.
4.3. Configuration of Camera Networks and Char-
acter Movements
Different from previous works using only one camera in
simulation, in this work, we set up a network with multi-
ple cameras for each scene, and run them simultaneously
in the virtual environments, simulating real video surveil-
lance. Since viewpoint, background and resolution are es-
sential factors for person re-identification, we choose areas
with backgrounds that are as different as possible when set-
ting up different cameras. Besides, the cameras use differ-
ent heights, angles of view, distances, and visual ranges,
so that the same person can be displayed in numerous dif-
ferent ways. An example is shown in Fig. 7, where three
cameras are mounted, represented in yellow, green, and red,
respectively. As can be observed, they cover diverse fields
of view. Furthermore, in order to generate person images
in different resolutions, we can change the camera distance
in a scene. Considering the above principles, we set up 19
cameras in 11 scenes in total. Due to the differences in cam-
era height, angle, and distance, the person images generated
vary extensively in background, viewpoint, and resolution,
enhancing the diversity of data (see Fig. 1).
Another difference from previous works is that the char-
acters in this work move simultaneously through the cam-
era network, mimicking real video surveillance. As a re-
sult, person-to-person occlusions commonly occur in the
simulation, which is also an important factor in person re-
identification. Specifically, to establish a character’s move-
ment route, we set a cyclic sequence of destination points,
as shown in Fig. 7. Then, each imported character is ran-
domly assigned a starting point in this sequence, and will
move to the following destination points one by one. We
use the path-finding system provided by Unity3D to navi-
gate characters between two destination points. In the sim-
ulation, each character is imported into the scene in turn,
with several seconds delay between characters, and they are
then removed after visiting a certain number of destinations.
The character importing is controlled by the maximum ca-
pacity of a scene. With the above measures, a large num-
ber of people will move along different paths in the scene,
avoiding crowd gathering. Besides, the angles and positions
of the characters are different, which further increases the
variations in viewpoint and background.
As for poses, in addition to the variations due to differ-
ent camera viewpoints, several animation methods are also
applied, including three walking modes and three running
modes. Accordingly, the cropped images of characters may
appear in many stages of their movements, which signifi-
cantly enriches the variety of poses.
4.4. Video Capturing and Image Cropping
To obtain more comprehensive data in addition to pedes-
trian images, the Unity Recorder component is applied to
record videos of pedestrian movements. Videos from all
cameras are recorded simultaneously as characters move to-
gether in a scene. The size of the videos recorded is the
same as most surveillance videos, with a width of 1920 pix-
els and a height of 1080 pixels. The recording is set to high-
quality and 24 frames per second. To keep track of each
character’s position and pose so that they can be used for au-
tomatic image cropping, each keypoint location of a charac-
ter is also saved as a script file during the simulation. This is
achieved thanks to the skeleton data provided by the Make-
Human. The standard skeleton used in this work has 31
keypoints. In the simulation, to reduce file size, only seven
keypoints are saved, including head, shoulders, hands, and
feet.
To crop character images from videos, frames are first
uniformly sampled from the recorded videos according to
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Figure 7. Example configuration of camera networks and character movements. Three cameras are mounted, shown in different colors.
Straight lines represent each camera’s field of view, while arrows point to the corresponding examples of snapshots. Orange dots represent
the destination points we set, and the dotted lines represent a possible movement route.
the speed of pedestrian movement in each video. For most
videos, the sampling rate is every 0.5 seconds. Then, as
illustrated in Fig. 8, for each character, the height h is de-
termined by the maximal vertical range (denoted as h′) of
keypoints, plus 0.15h′ over the head keypoint. As for the
width w, upon the maximal horizontal range of keypoints,
0.08h is appended on both the left and right sides. Finally,
if w/h < 0.4, a margin on both sides will further be ap-
pended to make w/h = 0.4. Examples of cropped images
can be seen in Fig. 1.
Figure 8. Example of bounding box cropping.
4.5. Summary of the RandPerson Dataset
With the above procedures, we obtained a synthetic per-
son re-identification dataset called RandPerson. It com-
prises synthetic person images with 8,000 identities, 64
videos, and 1,756,759 images. Fig. 1 provides some ex-
amples from RandPerson. The first row shows the same
character in different scenes, and the second row shows dif-
ferent characters in the same scene. As can be observed, the
cropped images generally have different viewpoints, poses,
lighting, backgrounds, occlusions, and resolutions, thanks
to the above-designed simulation in Unity3D.
A comparison of RandPerson with other synthetic per-
son re-identification datasets is shown in Table 1. Besides
having many more characters and bounding boxes, the most
significant feature of RandPerson is that multiple characters
move in the scene at the same time, and they are simultane-
ously captured by multiple non-overlapping cameras, with
different viewpoints and backgrounds. In this way, data
similar to real surveillance scenarios can be obtained, such
as record of transition times in camera networks, and occlu-
sions among people. In contrast, existing synthetic datasets
only put a single character in a scene one by one, and cap-
ture it using one camera setting after the other. Note that
SOMAset in fact has one moving camera configured in 250
different orientations in the same scene. Besides, SyRI cap-
tures two videos of two seconds for each person centered in
each scene, differing in two different camera orientations.
In contrast, videos in the RandPerson are more similar to
real surveillance, lasting from tens of minutes to several
hours. Also note that, due to labor cost in availability and
configuration, the proposed work has much fewer scenes
compared to SyRI. However, we are able to explore sig-
nificantly more variations in the same scene with the cam-
era network, multi-person movements with path navigation,
and dynamic lighting.
5. Experiments
5.1. Datasets
Four widely used real-world person re-identification
datasets are used in our experiments, including CUHK03
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Table 1. Statistics of different synthetic datasets. ”Camera network” and ”person interaction” indicate video recording with multiple
cameras and multiple moving characters, respectively, simultaneously in the scene. The bounding boxes (bboxes) column shows the actual
data used in the experiment, followed by the total amount of data.
Dataset #Identities #Scenes #Cameras #Videos #BBoxes Camera Network Person Interaction
SOMAset [2] 50 1 250 none 100,000 / 100,000 no no
SyRI [1] 100 140 280 28,000 56,000 / 1,680,000 no no
PersonX [23] 1,266 1 6 none 273,456 / 273,456 no no
RandPerson 8,000 11 19 64 128,160 / 1,756,759 yes yes
[16], Market-1501 [29], DukeMTMC-reID [32], and
MSMT17 [26]. The CUHK03 dataset contains 14,097 im-
ages of 1,467 identities. Following the CUHK03-NP pro-
tocol [33], it is divided into 7,365 images of 767 identi-
ties as the training set, and the remaining 6,732 images of
700 identities as the test set. The detected rather than la-
beled bounding boxes are used in the experiments. The
Market-1501 dataset contains 32,668 images of 1,501 iden-
tities, captured from six cameras. The training set con-
tains 12,936 images of 751 identities, and the test set con-
tains the remaining 19,732 images of 750 identities. The
DukeMTMC-reID dataset contains 36,411 images of 1,812
identities captured from eight cameras, where 16,522 im-
ages of 702 identities are used for training, and the remain-
ing 19,889 images of 1,110 identities are used for testing.
The MSMT17 dataset is the largest person re-identification
dataset to date. It contains 126,441 images of 4,101 identi-
ties, captured from 15 cameras, and a wide range of scenes
captured at various time stages. It is divided into 32,621
images of 1,041 identities for training, and the remaining
93,820 images of 3,060 identities for testing. Furthermore,
three existing synthetic datasets, SOMAset [2], SyRI [1],
and PersonX [23], are applied for comparison. They are
listed in Table 1 and described in the related work sec-
tion. As for the proposed RandPerson dataset, considering
its huge number of available images, to reduce redundancy
and improve the training efficiency, we randomly sample
128,160 images from the 8,000 identities for training.
This paper mainly focuses on cross-dataset evaluation,
and particularly direct evaluation without transfer learning
[15, 28]. We use the Cumulative Matching Characteristic
(CMC) [21] and mean Average Precision (mAP) [22] as the
performance evaluation metrics. All evaluations follow the
single-query evaluation protocol [8].
5.2. Implementation Details
To validate the effectiveness of the RandPerson dataset,
we apply a basic deep learning model for cross-dataset per-
son re-identification. All experiments are implemented in
PyTorch [6], using an adapted version [34] of the Open-
Source Person Re-Identification Library (open-reid) [20].
The backbone network is ResNet-50 [13]. The widely used
softmax cross-entropy [3] is adopted as the loss function.
Person images are resized to 256× 128, then a random hor-
izontal flipping is used for data augmentation. The batch
size of training samples is 32. Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) [10] is applied for optimization, with momentum
0.9, and weight decay 5 × 10−4. The learning rate is set to
0.001 for the backbone network, and 0.01 for newly added
layers. When the training data involves real-world images,
these rates are decayed by 0.1 after 40 epochs, and the train-
ing stops after 60 epochs. Otherwise, these rates are de-
cayed by 0.1 after 10 epochs, and the training stops after 20
epochs.
5.3. Results of Single-Dataset Training
First, we perform training on each individual dataset.
The cross-dataset evaluation results with CUHK03-NP as
the target dataset are listed in Table 2. Interestingly, the
proposed RandPerson dataset outperforms all the real-world
datasets, with improvements of 1.8% - 6.8% in Rank-1,
and 0.2% - 4.9% in mAP. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time a synthetic dataset has outperformed
real-world datasets in person re-identification. Compared
to existing synthetic datasets, RandPerson also outperforms
these by an impressively large margin, with 6.0% - 13.0%
improvements in terms of Rank-1, and 4.6% - 10.4% im-
provements in mAP.
Table 3 shows results with Market-1501 as the target
dataset. In this popular dataset with a larger scale, Rand-
Person again outperforms all real-world datasets, with the
Rank-1 improved by 2.8%-19.7%, and mAP by 3.0%-
13.2%. Note that DukeMTMC-reID and MSMT17 are both
large-scale real-world datasets. Although there is a large do-
main gap between RandPerson and real-world images, our
dataset’s enhanced superior performance indicates that we
have successfully enhanced the diversity in identities and
scenes. Besides, compared to synthetic datasets, the advan-
tage of RandPerson is even more obvious, with improve-
ments of 8.8% - 48.3% in Rank-1, and 5.7% - 24.8% in
mAP. RandPerson outperforms SyRI by a particularly large
margin (23.8% in Rank-1 and 15.3% in mAP), indicating
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Table 2. Results (%) of models trained on various datasets and
tested on CUHK03-NP (detected).
Training dataset Rank-1 mAP
CUHK03 21.5 19.8
RandPerson + CUHK03 47.7 43.8
DukeMTMC-reID 6.6 5.9
Market-1501 7.2 6.2
MSMT17 11.6 10.6
SOMAset 0.4 0.4
SyRI 4.1 3.5
PersonX 7.4 6.2
RandPerson 13.4 10.8
RandPerson + DukeMTMC-reID 15.4 12.6
RandPerson + Market-1501 16.8 14.5
RandPerson + MSMT17 18.4 16.5
that our dataset makes more efficient usage of scenes, while
the number of identities is also important.
Table 3. Results (%) of models trained on various datasets and
tested on Market-1501.
Training dataset Rank-1 mAP
Market-1501 82.2 58.9
RandPerson + Market-1501 86.9 71.2
CUHK03 33.1 12.9
DukeMTMC-reID 44.9 19.0
MSMT17 50.0 23.1
SOMAset 4.5 1.3
SyRI 29.0 10.8
PersonX 44.0 20.4
RandPerson 52.8 26.1
RandPerson + DukeMTMC-reID 57.5 30.1
RandPerson + CUHK03 57.5 31.8
RandPerson + MSMT17 59.1 33.5
The cross-dataset evaluation results with DukeMTMC-
reID as the target dataset are listed in Table 4. As can
be observed, compared to synthetic datasets, again, Rand-
Person improves the performance by a large extent, with
a 11.3% - 42.7% increase in Rank-1, and 7.9% - 25.0%
increase in mAP. However, as for the real-world datasets,
though RandPerson performs much better than CUHK03-
NP and Market-1501, it is inferior to MSMT17. One
possible reason is that the domain gap between RandPer-
son and DukeMTMC-reID is much larger than that be-
tween MSMT17 and DukeMTMC-reID, and remember that
MSMT17 is the largest and most diverse real-world person
re-identification dataset.
Lastly, from the results shown in Table 5, it can be ob-
Table 4. Results (%) of models trained on various datasets and
tested on DukeMTMC-reID.
Training dataset Rank-1 mAP
DukeMTMC-reID 74.2 53.7
RandPerson + DukeMTMC-reID 78.5 59.8
CUHK03 24.7 10.7
Market-1501 34.6 18.1
MSMT17 53.9 31.3
SOMAset 4.0 1.0
SyRI 23.7 9.0
PersonX 35.4 18.1
RandPerson 46.7 26.0
RandPerson + CUHK03 47.3 26.8
RandPerson + Market-1501 51.3 30.8
RandPerson + MSMT17 58.9 38.2
served that, when tested on MSMT17, RandPerson out-
performs all synthetic and real-world datasets, though it
is slightly inferior to DukeMTMC-reID. This confirms the
smaller domain gap between MSMT17 and DukeMTMC-
reID. Nevertheless, all results are quite low, indicating that
MSMT17 is more diverse and challenging.
Table 5. Results (%) of models trained on various datasets and
tested on MSMT17.
Training dataset Rank-1 mAP
MSMT17 60.8 30.7
RandPerson + MSMT17 63.8 35.6
CUHK03 11.9 2.9
Market-1501 12.4 3.6
DukeMTMC-reID 18.3 5.5
SOMAset 1.4 0.3
PersonX 11.7 3.6
SyRI 16.4 4.4
RandPerson 16.8 5.3
RandPerson + CUHK03 16.3 5.5
RandPerson + Market-1501 16.8 6.0
RandPerson + DukeMTMC-reID 20.1 7.1
5.4. Results of Dataset Fusion
Though the proposed synthetic dataset RandPerson out-
performs all existing real-world and synthetic datasets in
most cases for cross-dataset person re-identification, it is
still not as good as DukeMTMC-reID or MSMT17 when
one of them is used for training and the other one for evalu-
ation. This is due to the intrinsic domain gap between syn-
thetic and real-world datasets. One way to reduce the do-
main gap is to fuse synthetic and real-world datasets. There-
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fore, we perform another round of experiments after dataset
fusion.
The results for dataset fusion are also reported in Ta-
bles 2-5. We make three observations. Firstly, the models
trained on real-world datasets are all improved by addition-
ally including RandPerson when training for cross-dataset
evaluation. In this case, as reported in Tables 2-5, the Rank-
1 is improved by 1.8%-24.4%, and the mAP is improved
by 1.6%-18.9%. This indicates that RandPerson, though a
synthetic dataset, is complementary to real-world datasets
for person re-identification training.
Secondly, even in the same domain, it can be observed
that additionally including RandPerson for training consid-
erably improves the performance compared to only using
the training data of the target dataset. For example, from
the results shown in the first two rows of Table 2, it can be
observed that, compared to training only on CUHK03, the
Rank-1 score is significantly improved by 26.2% and mAP
by 24.0% when additionally including RandPerson.
Lastly, compared to only using RandPerson for train-
ing in cross-dataset evaluation, data fusion also improves
the performance by a lot. It can be inferred from the ta-
bles that the improvements for Rank-1 range from 0.0%-
12.2% (except RandPerson + CUHK03 for MSMT17), and
0.2%-12.2% for mAP. This confirms that when real-world
datasets are combined with synthetic datasets for training,
the domain gap between them can be considerably reduced.
5.5. Analysis
To simulate factors that commonly impact re-
identification performance, such as variations in view-
points, poses, lighting, backgrounds and resolutions, we
included several relevant and diverse scenes in RandPerson.
To understand how performance changes when including
more scenes, we conduct an experiment in which more
scenes are gradually introduced into RandPerson for
training. Note that the same 8,000 characters are imported
in each scene. Fig. 9 shows the effect on the Rank-1 and
mAP scores. We can see that most of the scores increase
progressively as the number of scenes increases, indicating
that different scenes are generally complementary to each
other. However, saturation may be reached after a certain
number of scenes, and introducing more simply costs
additional human labor.
Figure 9. Performance of gradually including more scenes.
In addition to the environmental factors that affect data,
the number of different identities is also an essential fac-
tor influencing person re-identification. Generally, the per-
formance improves as the number of identities increases.
Accordingly, we carry out another experiment in which we
gradually include more identities in RandPerson for train-
ing. Note that all 11 scenes contain different numbers of
identities. Fig. 10 shows the effect on the Rank-1 and
mAP scores. We can see that the scores gradually in-
crease as the number of identities increases when evalu-
ated on CUHK03-NP, Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID.
However, when evaluated on MSMT17, the performance of
the trained model slowly decreases. This may be because
the domain gap between RandPerson and MSMT17 is the
largest among all, and hence using more data for training
does not help but instead gradually leads to overfitting.
Figure 10. Performance of gradually adding more identities.
6. Conclusion
To improve the generalization of a learned person re-
identification model to unknown target domains, this paper
contributes a large-scale synthetic dataset called RandPer-
son. This was achieved by creating an automatic code to
generate a large number of random 3D characters, and a
simulation similar to real surveillance scenarios where mul-
tiple persons are moving simultaneously through camera
networks. We also used the synthesized person images to
train a robust person re-identification model. With this, we
proved, for the first time, that a model learned on synthetic
data can generalize well to unseen target images, surpass-
ing models trained from many real-world datasets including
CUHK03, Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID, and MSMT17.
Note that, with the proposed method, more characters and
scenes can easily be generated. Besides, the dataset does
not require manual annotation, and the privacy issues of
real-world data can be avoided. Since the proposed data
also includes videos and keypoint recordings, in the future,
other tasks can also be explored, such as pose detection and
person tracking.
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